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How does scout change throughout the

How do jam and scout change during the novel? How do they stay the same? Both Scout and Jem changed during the novel. Scout and her brother, Jem, are subject to many changes and events that ultimately lead to them changing the way they perceive others and how life is in general. At the beginning of the novel, Jem and Scout's
relationship together is incredibly strong. We find that Jem is very protective of his little sister and will do everything to stop her from pain. An example of Jem's protective side is that the scout finds gum in a hole in the tree, and Jem tells her at once, Spit it out right now! and then told her, Go rinse your throat - right now, can you hear me? 
He talks a lot about all the gossip in the city (mostly about Boo Radley), and we see that he has a very vivid imagination. This shows where he tells Dill all about Boo Radley.  He dined on raw squirrels and any cats he could catch, so his hands were bloodied - if you ate an animal raw, you could never wash away the blood. There was a
long jagged scar that ran down his face; which teeth he had were yellow and rotten; eyes popped out, and he drooled most of the time. Even though he protects about the scout and hangs around with her a lot of the time, he doesn't like it when she acts like a girl like Aunt Alexandra wants her too. He prefers scouting as a tomboy like a
girl. As Jem gets older he starts to absorb what's going on around him and consider why these things are happening. He states that he as an adult is different with adults, we ... which shows the high level of maturity that must follow. Show that he has grown up when he starts to limit the time he spends playing games like The Boo Radley
Game, with Scout and Dill and take up reading instead. He begins to believe that the games he once played were childish and unimportant. Scout tells us that he has outgrown the tree house and as his insane superiority was unbearable these days, he did not want to do anything but read and leave himself It shows that he does not want
to be around children per se and wants to become more of a gentleman and follow the paths of Atticus, his father. We can also say that Jem is changing when he grows up when he says, Scout I'm starting to understand something. I think I'm starting to understand why Boo Radley was left to shut up in his house all the time... it's because
he wants to stay inside.  Jem understands that people have some choice to do what they want, which means that if Boo doesn't want to go out, he can't do what he wants. I think Jem's maturity has mostly advanced since tom Robinson's trial. Jem was furious after Tom Robinson was charged guilty as he thought there was not enough
evidence to charge the innocent This made Jem realize how cruel some people were, and to realize that the world can be harsh and not carefree as he once was, even though it was. How could they do it as they could I don't know but they did it. They've done it before and they've done it tonight and they'll do it again, and when they do it,
it seems like only the kids are crying. Goodnight This quote mostly shows although Jem grew up and matured a lot during the novel his reaction to the outcome of the trial shows that he is still a child because he is unable to understand prejudice in Maycomb County. Scout also changes quite a lot throughout the novel. But not as fast and
not as fast as Jem. Scout remains a young child for much of the novel still beginning to change on a small scale. At the beginning of the novel, the scout is short-tempered. Scout chooses fights at the slightest provocation. One example of this is when she beats Walter Cunningham, one of her classmates, for not having lunch, which is not
a good reason at all. It's a pleasure to catch Walter Cunningham in the schoolyard, but when I rubbed my nose in the mud, Jem went and told me to stop. Atticus began telling the scout that if he heard she was fighting, he would wear her out. Showing that she struggles constantly and she is too old and too big for such a childish thing. As
a growing young girl, Scout has studied and experienced things like any other child will be through growing up. She grew older and was able to understand things much better as well as being able to apply the lessons she learned in her daily life. She began to act a little more grown up in situations such as Aunt Alexandra's dinner party.
Scout forgot how much she despised her aunt and how much she did not like dresses and joined a group of women in their conversations. Although she didn't want to act more like a lady, she went out with an aunt campaign to teach me to be a lady made an exception to please her aunt and create some peace between them. Hearing the
news of Tom's death, she concludes that if my aunt could be a lady at such a time, I could. It shows how scout began to act more feminine for his aunt. Another way that scout matured and changed the way she treated Boo Radley. For a start, Jem dill and herself played Boo Radley, which was a game that would torment Boo in coming
out and prove each other's bravery. Scout begins to realize that Boo Radley - a man, as she herself. Towards the end of the book, Scout finally begins to call him by his real name, Arthur Radley, or Mr. Arthur, instead of the nickname given to him by the townspeople, Boo Radley. When the scout finally gets a chance to see Mr. Arthur in
person after the attack, she acts mature and non-childish. She is that he loves the darkness so she she's him on a chair far from Atticus and Mr. Tate. He was in a deep shadow. Boo will feel more comfortable in the dark. At the end of the night she goes boo home, just as it does every day. She steps in and ignores her childish innocence
to make him feel as comfortable as possible as she knows he's not very confident around people yet. Towards the end of the novel, she had lost much of her innocence largely due to events related to the trial of Tom Robinson. She understands more about life and people. She learns about prejudice and intolerance when she witnesses
the trial of Tom Robinson and sees how ugly people can be when they are racists and bigots. Atticus has the greatest influence on the scout. He once told her it was a sin to kill a Mockingbird, because all they do is sing their hearts and don't bother anyone. She remembers it for the three years that the novel covers. She even applies it to
boo Radley's situation. As Heck Tate refuses to tell people that Boo saved Finch's children, scout agrees it would be kind of like a shootin' mockingbird... He also tells her not to judge people until you climb in their shoes and walk for a while. She applies this lesson to her life as well with more than one person. In the beginning she wished
Atticus was younger and more active like other fathers. As the book progresses, she begins to respect Atticus for his courage and his upbringing. Towards the end of the book, Scout is on his way to becoming a young woman whom Atticus can be proud of. Although Scout and Jem are transformed during the novel, some things are still
the same. Scout and Jem both still share their sense of intimacy, although they both went through changes that caused some heartache between them. Jem is still the protective older brother of scout. Scout is still a little girl who likes to play games and play role-playing games, although she now has a different level of understanding of
life. In the end, the events that led to The Change of Jem and Scout were forever. Going through these trials, they learned more about others and more about themselves, and that the world is not always the most beautiful place. To Kill a Mockingbird - Changes in characters thought of the novel To Kill a Mockingbird each of the main
characters has changed quite a bit. Through the experiences each character went through and the natural maturation that occurred in each of them, the characters were changed from how they were at the beginning of the book. The children, Scout and Jem, were the two most heavily altered characters. However, Scout showed far more
changes than Jem did because of his mysterious hidden relationship. Scout turned from a helpless and naive child into a much more experienced and adult young lady. As a growing young girl, the scout studied and experienced another child while growing up. She grew older and was able to understand things much better as well as
being able to apply the lessons she learned in her daily life. She began to act a little more grown up in situations such as Aunt Alexandria's dinner party. Scout forgot how much she despised her aunt and how much she did not like dresses and joined a group of women in their conversations. Despite how she didn't want to act more like a
lady, she played along with her aunt's campaign to teach me (Scout) to be a lady made an exception to please her aunt and create some peace between them. Hearing the news of Tom's death, she concludes that if my aunt could be a lady at such a time, I could. It shows how scout began to act more feminine for his aunt. The other way
Scout has changed a lot is the way she treated Boo Radley. At the beginning of the book Jem, Dill, and herself loved to play Boo Radley as a game and torment him, trying to be able to see him or prove his bravery by touching the house. As time went on, scout's fears and fears about Radley's place gradually disappeared. She mentions
how Radley Place stopped scaring me.... As she matures and more can take care of herself, she realizes more and more that Boo Radley is a person like herself. Yourself. how does scout change throughout the story. how does scout change throughout the story quotes. how does scout change throughout the story quizlet. how does
scout change throughout the story what general realizations. to kill a mockingbird how does scout change throughout the story. how does scout finch change throughout the novel. how does jem and scout change throughout the novel. how does jem and scout relationship change throughout the novel
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